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What Color is My City?
Night lights are changing L.A.’s complexion

W

hen I was old enough to have a car but too young to have anywhere to go,
late in the night on weekends my two best friends and I used to drive to
downtown Los Angeles. This was in the mid-1980s. The parts of down-

town that weren’t Skid Row were as empty as if they’d been neutron-bombed. We were
looking for Blade Runner; we got The Omega Man.
We’d head for Bunker Hill and Grand Avenue, carving through the middle of what
city mapmakers used to call the ‘‘central business district.’’ In the city’s infancy, grandees lived on the hill in Victorian mansions. Twentieth-century business ambitions
replanted the landscape with a forest of skyscrapers amid a brutalist-meets-futurist
combination of super-wide surface streets, overpasses, underpasses, below-ground
malls, and elevated pedestrian paths.
My friends and I would park in front of the then-new Museum of Contemporary
Art—as sci-fi-looking a building as any Angeleno could have hoped for. The lights
suspended above the empty streets gave the whole experience an acid, radioactive glow,
bouncing off the smog corralled against the mountains. Other than our voices, there
was only silence, which is downright eerie in a city.
When we goaded each other into it, one by one we’d walk out into the middle of
Grand, and we’d lie down.
We were not risk-taking kids, particularly. Honestly, it was probably as safe as lying
down in our backyards. We could hear cars coming miles away, and two of us always
stood guard. That didn’t matter, though. None of us could manage to stay prone
against the asphalt for more than a minute or two. It felt wrong. Streets are not for
lying down on.
Like all good Angelenos, we had grown up thinking about movies. We watched a lot
of them. We went downtown chasing the peculiar authenticity of being in parts of the
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city we’d seen on screens. The ubiquitous orange hue of the

twentieth century, lighting cost a fifth of what it had a cen-

streetlights was part of our actual experience of Los

tury before,1 and the technology—multiple technologies,

Angeles—and also the experience of the city we shared with

actually—took off.2

anyone who had seen the thousands of TV shows and films
set there.

the word Packard, glowing orange at Seventh and Flower3 in

Neither of those cities, real or cinematic, exist anymore.

the heart of today’s downtown, a few blocks south of where

Illuminated nighttime Los Angeles is in flux. Today, if I went

I used to lay in the street. It was part of the country’s first crop

downtown in the wee hours and laid my head against the

of neon signs. Later improvements in the coating of the glass

Grand Avenue pavement—well, for starters I’d get run over,

tubes that contained the light, and the use of gases other than

now that people work and play downtown again. But the last

neon, expanded the color palate to two dozen. The night no

thing I’d see before the Prius crushed me would be a black

longer meant an absence of color; it was quite the opposite.4

sky, not an orange one. The glow around me would be

To commemorate the completion of Hoover Dam in

bright blue-white. A citywide program, one of the most

1936, which would provide a surplus of power to booming

innovative in the country, is swapping out a half-million

Los Angeles, a billion-candlepower beacon surrounded by

streetlight bulbs for the colder, paler glow of light-emitting

pinwheeling searchlights turned the sky over downtown

diodes.

white. Over the next few years, those same type of search-

In a city with as long-term a relationship with electric

lights would come to arc and dance in front of movie theaters

light as Los Angeles has had, that’s a striking difference.

lining the new cinematic corridor of Hollywood Boulevard,

The color of the city is changing, literally. Not during the

a symbol of local industry and glamour visible from anywhere

day—as writers from Raymond Chandler to Michel Fou-

in the Los Angeles basin.

cault have pointed out, LA’s stark, raving sunlight bleaches

The mid-century city, with neon signage blaring from

color from the wide, flat city. That’s still true. But at night,

high buildings, entire skyscrapers awash with light, streets

lights bring color back to LA—in a characteristic, unnatural

blazing with hundreds of thousands of streetlights, had

spectrum. Now that spectrum is changing, which means the

become something entirely new, unlike any city on Earth.

city’s identity will be transformed, too.

6

What really made Los Angeles special happened in 1924:

Fighting back darkness over 500 square miles of city

Los Angeles electrified its streetlights early. The first pole

isn’t easy—or cheap. ‘‘I’ve been here since 1977, since I was

with lights on top illuminated downtown in 1881, just a year

17,’’ says Ed Ebrahimian, director of LA’s Bureau of Street

after New York first installed arc lights—high voltage,

Lighting. ‘‘I’m very aware of what a huge city Los Angeles

power-hungry, and burning in air (as opposed to a compet-

is, and how many miles of streets and streetlights it has.’’

ing technology, Thomas Edison’s incandescent lightbulb,

(For the record, it’s more than 4,500 miles of lit streets,

which used an electrified filament that glowed in a vacuum).

second only to New York City.)5 By the time Ebrahimian

Soon enough, LA, filled with boosters whose pride belied

took over the bureau in 2005, the city’s annual bill for street-

a certain, let’s say, insecurity about the metropolises of the

light electricity was $16 million a year. In 2008 he pitched

East, was touting lights more brilliant than Chicago’s and

a new approach: convert the mostly sodium-vapor bulbs in

a Great White Way to rival New York’s. Leapfrogging to

the ‘‘cobrahead’’ streetlights, tall towers with big, flared-out

electric technology gave the city’s leaders a kind of legiti-

heads that cantilevered over major thoroughfares, to a rela-

macy. ‘‘You can imagine that in New York and Boston the

tively new technology: light-emitting diodes, or LEDs.

gas industry fought against electrification,’’ says Sandy Isen-

It made sense. Sodium bulbs heat sodium metal until it

stadt, an art and architecture historian at the University of

vaporizes; in a gaseous state, the metal glows when current

Delaware who studies city lights. ‘‘But Los Angeles had this

runs through it. LEDs last years longer and kick out more

intimate start.’’

than double the light per watt.6 Their lighter draw on the

The timing wasn’t accidental. After staying roughly

grid appealed to then-mayor Antonio Villaraigosa, who

stable for 300 years, the raw price for artificial light—any

wanted the city to have a smaller carbon footprint. Ebrahi-

kind, all the way back to fire and whale oil—began to drop

mian predicted saving $7 million a year on electricity and

precipitously around 1800. By the early decades of the

$2.5 million in maintenance.7
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For once, history was on Los Angeles’s side. Other cities

over the blue—meaning no ultraviolet to tan by, but lots of

have been trying to make the same switch—Seattle, Austin,

infrared, which is why they burn your fingers. Sodium

Las Vegas—but because LA is so big and was first, its

lights emphasize yellow-orange wavelengths almost to the

demands can drive the market toward certain technologies

exclusion of all others.8

(and a more palatable price), and street lighting is an infra-

But a light’s spectrum is actually less important than

structure improvement the city can actually afford. Back in

what people see—and believe it or not, those things are

the 1930s, LA created a maintenance assessment fund to

different. The color of an object is a combination of the

pay for street lighting; anyone with a streetlight in front of

wavelengths of light hitting it, the wavelengths it reflects,

their property pays into it, and the money can only go to

and what your eye can actually register. (You don’t see ultra-

streetlights. ‘‘Because of that, funding has not fluctuated

violet, for example, but some insects do.) What really deter-

like it has in other big cities,’’ Ebrahimian says. ‘‘All those

mines what color you see—and this is the most important

other cities, they use the general fund for street lighting, and

part—is how your brain combines all that information with

it competes against fire, police, and other priorities.’’

the light and context around it.

The trick for Ebrahimian was picking the right kind of

This dynamic plays out in real life all the time, but the

light. The noontime sun contains roughly equal measures

most famous recent instance might be the Internet meme

of all the wavelengths of light visible to humans, plus some

flare-up over a photograph of a dress that appeared blue

infrared (heat) and ultraviolet (suntan, cancer). Artificial

and brown (or black) to some people and white and gold

sources of light are wildly variable. Incandescent bulbs

to others. Passed through Photoshop, the actual pixels that

emit the whole visible spectrum, but they favor the red end

comprised the photographed dress were indeed blue, and
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the trim was brown. But something about the lighting

Ebrahimian didn’t go for it. A city needs romance, not

around it—the time of day it implied, the position of the

5,000 miles of lights that evoke nothing more than papa-

sun, maybe the suggestion of shade—made the image of the

razzi and selfies. His group did a little research and figured

dress polarizing. People saw colors that were really there,

out that the color temperature of the moon was about

but weren’t real, if there can be said to be such a thing as real

4,100K. So that’s what they asked for. All the new cobrahead

when it comes to color.

lights are 4,000K, plus or minus 300—tiny grids that shine

Color, if you ask a philosopher, is a big problem. If it

like moonbeams. ‘‘Downtown, you really notice it,’’ Ebrahi-

arises from a blizzard of photons descending on and then

mian says. ‘‘Go to Pinks on La Brea, or just walk on Sunset

bouncing off an object (and then funneling through the lens

or Hollywood, and it’s an amazing feeling.’’

of an eye, triggering uncountable biochemical reactions

Los Angeles and lights evolved in parallel. As the city

among the pigments and neural connections of the retina,

went nonlinear in its expansion—or rather, rectilinear but

setting off even more biochemistry in the interconnected

in every direction until it ran up against the mountains or

neurons of the visual cortex), then do objects actually pos-

the Pacific—cars needed lights to follow new routes. Isen-

sess intrinsic color at all?

stadt, the architecture historian, points out that bright street-

For now, put those late-night-dorm-room thoughts aside

lights were perfect for the 1930s and 1940s, when the city

and light a candle at the altar of neuroscience. The human

wanted to extend shopping hours and connect multiple

eye and brain together create an image of the world, in part

urban cores.10 Illuminated buildings, neon apartment build-

by doing all that analysis of photon wavelength uncon-

ing signs, and bright movie theater marquees, all aimed at

sciously. Lighting can change the color of something as

people driving cars, became the defining characteristics of

effectively as a coat of paint; that streetlight orange you see

Los Angeles.

in a movie might well be an effect of a gel like Rosco’s

The proliferation of glaring lights marked, as one book

‘‘Urban Vapor,’’ designed to make lights simulate sodium’s

put it, a ‘‘victory of symbols-in-space over forms-in-space in

glow. But in real life, our brains fight the effect. They try to

the brutal automobile landscape of great distances and high

keep the color of an object constant even as the light around

speed.’’11 That book was Learning from Las Vegas, and it

it changes.

didn’t come out until 1972. But the lessons that the other

So LEDs, for example, look white or blue-white to the
naked eye. But they often drop the blues or reds at either

years earlier, had anyone cared to learn them.

end of the spectrum. Things that would look yellowish

Artificial lights don’t illuminate everything equally.

under full-spectrum sun or incandescent light may look

Brighter nighttime lights leave darker nighttime shadows.

white under LEDs. Skin tones look unnatural, even dead.

They call attention to edges, outlines, themselves. The

Lighting specialists try to avert those kind of cata-

movies solidified the role of lights in Los Angeles’s mythol-

strophes by carefully measuring the color of light. One

ogy. Noirish writers like Chandler and directors like Billy

metric they use, the Color Rendering Index, measures the

Wilder loved the irony of a city so brightly lit (day and night)

fidelity with which a light reveals the color of an object

hiding horrors in its shadows. By the 1950s, garish neon on

(the accuracy of CRI is a matter of some controversy).

8

pop-up city in a desert teaches were apparent in LA thirty

9

screen was a shorthand for harshness and danger.

A second measure, color temperature, gauges the color of

Neo-noirs made artificial light sources glorious. In China-

the light itself. Its units are degrees Kelvin, because it

town, the classic of the form, detective Jake Gittes smashes

calculates what temperature you’d have to heat an ideal-

the taillight on the car of someone he’s following so he can

ized object called a black-body radiator so that it would

track the car at night. That’s as much of a foreshadow of what

glow the color you were looking for. For example, 4,000K

happens to the dame in question, Evelyn Mulwray, as the

is a sort of bluish white, and 3,000K is more yellowish.

imperfect mote in her eye. (Spoiler: She gets shot through

Incandescent bulbs tend to register between 2,700K and

the eye in Chinatown—right in the headlight, as it were.)

3,000K. For Los Angeles’s needs, LED manufacturers

And then there’s Blade Runner. The Los Angeles that

pitched Ebrahimian 6,000K—the hard-edged glare of an

director Ridley Scott constructed owed more to Kyoto and

electronic flashbulb.

Times Square than to LA, though it did absorb the Las Vegas
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lessons on signage. Flying cars require skyscraper-sized

Lights are not the same as movies of lights. And

animated billboards, and permanent acid rain refracts a vast

memories of lights and movies? That’s a whole other

plain of yellow-orange street lighting. Somehow Blade Run-

thing. Color and the memory of color, already filtered

ner managed to frame what LA might become without being

by the eye and brain, dance a few steps even further

much like LA at all, except for the color of the streetlights,

away from whatever we might call the color of reality

which felt right even if the idea of rain in LA now seems

when recorded by technology, by a camera. ‘‘Remem-

more like science fiction than ever.

brance of the city is mediated by a technology that is

But then movies have their own authenticity; for an

itself sensitive to the way the light is produced,’’ says

Angeleno steeped in them, they become as real as the city

Bevil Conway, a neuroscientist at Wellesley College who

outside. When Michael Mann made the movie Collateral,

studies color and vision. ‘‘In very blunt terms, there’s

one of his goals was to make nighttime Los Angeles a char-

a difference between your experience of the sodium light

acter, and the city’s lights—shot with a dizzying array of

and your experience of a picture or movie shot using

digital technology—have never looked better. Mann started

sodium illumination.’’

his career on Miami Vice and made the heist movie Heat; he

To Conway, the key is that trick the human visual

is arguably Hollywood’s king of depicting cities at night. But

system plays. It’s called color constancy. In essence, it’s

the effect he creates is just that—an effect. Mann thought

the ability of the eye and visual cortex to correct for the

the combination of LA’s actual sources of illumination

color of illumination that’s spilling across a scene and

looked weird on his monitors; he and his crew tweaked it

reflecting back to an observer. Most of the time, humans

in post-production to look ‘‘real.’’

12

can subtract the ‘‘spectral bias’’ of a source.
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Occasionally, artificial or external effects break color

sodium lights, you can experience the city with your own

constancy—accidentally, as with the dress, or intentionally,

private visualized colors, and these don’t align with the real

in the theater or a movie. Our brains ‘‘see’’ a color that isn’t

colors given to you with LED lights. It’s disappointing, just as

really there. Different light sources can set off the same

seeing a movie based on a favorite book is rarely satisfying.’’

color coding in the eye under one set of conditions, but not

The lights of Los Angeles are going to keep changing.

another. Look at a shirt in the store and it matches your

Now that he has converted the cobraheads along commer-

pants; get it home and it doesn’t. Color constancy has played

cial streets, Ebrahimian is targeting the 50,000 or so deco-

you for a patsy. ‘‘As you switch from one lighting condition

rative streetlights in residential areas. He figures the city has

to another, from sodium to LED, you are profoundly chang-

400 different styles. And they need a different color tem-

ing the way color objects appear,’’ Conway says. ‘‘And that’s

perature, he says; the bureau is going with the more

huge. It’s going to change the associations people make.’’

yellowish-incandescent hue at 3,000K. ‘‘It keeps the neigh-

Sodium lights are effectively monochromatic, which

10

borhood feel,’’ Ebrahimian says.

means that while you can see by them, you essentially have

Because LEDs can essentially be turned into computer

no color vision, though just as in dim lighting you’re unlikely

chips, it’s easy to attach them to a network. Philips Electron-

to notice. As with black-and-white images, Conway argues,

ics is working on adding to every cobrahead fixture a wireless

memories add a kind of personal retrospective colorization,

connection to the Bureau of Street Lighting. It’s just a little

but LEDs drag everything into full color. ‘‘I wonder whether

control module that plugs into the light and then sends

your nostalgia for sodium-illuminated LA has something to

its status back home, via the Internet, to Ebrahimian’s

do with this,’’ Conway emails later, after we talk. ‘‘Under

bureau—on, off, broken, whatever. It won’t let anyone
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change the color of the light—that would need a different
kind of LED—but it will mean that the fixtures will deliver
more than just illumination. They’ll deliver information.
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Maintenance is just the beginning. Streetlights could
flash in unison when paramedics barrel down a thoroughfare. You could guide people to certain streets to control
entry and egress to a mass event, like a ball game at Dodger
Stadium. How about connecting real-time traffic information collected from a phone app like Waze? If that sounds
like the exposition that comes before a villainous hacker
brings Los Angeles to its knees, well, wait for it. I’m sure
that script is already in development.
In cities, light defines space. In a way, the placement of
every source of artificial illumination encodes a priority of
the city. People chose to illuminate this, not that.
Artificial light, though, also defines time. ‘‘By night,
motion is calibrated against an episodic, even flickering
visual field rather than the uniform rendering of form that
comes with an even wash of daylight,’’ Isenstadt writes. ‘‘By
night, Los Angeles is a radiant and reflective construct, no
longer beholden to the geometric structure and material

indeed have a certain radiance and reflectivity. But I don’t
remember—or at least I don’t remember remembering—
light decoupling from the geometry of buildings and the
street grid. The light didn’t just define the city; the city
defined the light.
Any new memories of the city I form will be literally
colored—tinged, maybe—in a new way. Old movies star
my city; new ones will feature the city. The same apocalyptic
fate that always seems to come to Los Angeles in movies
has finally arrived in my orange-lit, neon-bordered version:
Fade out. B
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